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Abstract

Penetration testing is imperative for organizations committed to security. However,
independent penetration testers are rarely greeted with open arms when initiating an
assessment. As firms implement the Critical Security Controls or the Risk Management
Framework, independent penetration testing will likely become standard practice as
opposed to supplemental exercises. Ethical hacking is a common tactic to view a
company’s network from an attacker’s perspective, but inviting external personnel into a
network may increase risk. Penetration testers strive to gain superuser privileges
wherever possible and utilize thousands of open-source tools and scripts, many of which
do not originate from validated sources. Penetration testers may gain access to all
compartmented sections of a network and document how to repeat successful exploits
while saving restricted data to their laptops. This paper illustrates secure Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) to enable ethical hackers to complete their tests
within scope while reducing managerial stress regarding confidentiality. A properly
conducted independent penetration test should provide essential intelligence about a
network without jeopardizing the confidentiality of proprietary data.
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1. Introduction
In practice, confidentiality prevents information disclosure to unauthorized
individuals (McFarland, 2014). However, security controls, such as the National Institute
of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-53, require external entities to test
the confidential nature of networks and document compliance (NIST, 2013). Managers
and administrators must duplicate rigorous security measures for independent assessors
or hinder advanced security testing (NIST, 2013). Some confidentiality measures require
monitoring all software and hardware interactions in and around a network through strict
regulation (FIPS, 2006). In these environments, regulatory restrictions may interfere or
prevent the use of generic penetration testing tools, like Kali Linux’s basic build because
of undisclosed code origination (FIPS, 2006). Reducing the size and scope of the base
build is the first step to meeting these requirements.
In all of these cases, monitoring networks include every part of any information
system or device on employees and users that may inadvertently attempt to communicate
(FIPS, 2006). The security industry can modify existing technologies to create a custom
platform that will facilitate compliance and security concerns. Using a custom platform
instead of a one-size-fits-all solution will:
•
•
•
•

1.1

Provide testers with a more efficient and effective testing platform,
Eliminate unnecessary tools that may weaken security,
Ease compliance concerns of managers and system administrators, and
Facilitate monitoring concerns regarding tools used by the independent
assessor.

The Need for a Customized Testing Platform
A unique networking environment requires a specialized platform to complete a

security assessment. Popular penetration testing operating systems (OSs) may not always
provide full disclosure for applications and scripts included in the OS’s base build. Kali
Linux, maintained by Offensive Security, is considered the de facto penetration testing
OS used by ethical hackers (Scott, 2016). Offensive Security created Kali by using a
Debian-based Linux distribution and adding over 600 penetration testing and forensic
tools (Offensive Security, 2016a). If an organization requires monitoring all software
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entering its network, Kali Linux may be more of an obstacle than a solution for
penetration testers walking in with a base build. To detangle this complication, a
penetration tester can create a disposable ISO image that will not jeopardize
confidentiality during an assessment.
Creating a custom ISO image can solve these dilemmas without limiting tools
available to a penetration tester. The goal of creating a custom ISO image is to build a
fully functional advanced penetration testing OS that penetration testers can easily use
and discard on an engagement. An ISO image can mount to a system and run
independently of a hard drive. ISO images can include proprietary licensing information
and stockpiles of open-source information to assist during a penetration test. The small
size and intuitive nature of moving a single file help with redundancy and increases the
number of stable backups a penetration tester can use without hesitation. With all of these
advantages, ISO image files significantly amplify a penetration tester’s arsenal, but what
exactly are ISO files and how should a penetration tester exploit their advantages?
An ISO image is an archive file first introduced by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) under ISO 9660:1988. ISO 9660 created a standard for Compact
Disc Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM) by outlining the file structure, volume attributes,
and process for input and output of data streams mounting to an OS as a volume (ISO,
2015). In the 1990s, ISO files evolved as a universal disk format (UDF) standardized by
ISO and the International Electrotechnical Commission that dramatically increased
functionality, applicability, and maximum file size (Library of Congress, 2012).
Currently, ISO files are extremely versatile. ISO and the European Computer
Manufacturers Association (ECMA) introduced multi-extent (fragmentation) capabilities
in ECMA-167 Level 3. These new capabilities removed file-size limits to cover new
technologies, which now include Blu-Ray Disks or whole file structures (ECMA, 1997).
The custom ISO image selected for penetration testing is designed to meet ISO Level 2
specifications that limit the custom image to 4.2 gigabytes (GB). This is by design so the
custom image can easily fit on a one-time writable digital versatile disc DVD or a
universal serial bus (USB) drive if permitted.
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Penetration testers require access to every testing tool necessary to perform an
effective and efficient test. With a maximum file size of 4.2 GB, testers realize the
importance of selecting the best host OS for the custom ISO image. External penetration
testers frequently move to various networks that utilize different technologies. Kali Linux
is a clear choice for the base OS if we remove the scripts and applications that are not
essential for operations. We can always add or subtract tools to the custom distribution
after performing due diligence to verify the source, integrity, and necessity of the code.
Offensive Security made Kali 2.0 a rolling release based on Debian Jessie, which
regularly incorporates code from Debian testing (Offensive Security, 2016b). Section 3.1,
Version Control, provides special instructions for maintaining a custom ISO image’s
integrity.
If an organization needs to test less common protocols or technologies, it helps if a
penetration tester has a host OS that can communicate directly with the computer without
a hypervisor. Virtualization increases efficiency in many ways but specifically with
wireless technologies, including Bluetooth, installing the OS directly on a host increases
stability and functionality. Running Kali Linux as a virtual machine may deny access to
wireless drivers on the host machine. Using an external wireless adaptor, such as the Alfa
AWUS036H, utilizes previously existing wireless drivers while increasing range and
speed (Sak, 2016). Even in extremely sensitive areas, a penetration tester should have
access to wireless assessment tools. If an organization bans wireless signals throughout
the topology, wireless equipment and drivers are used solely to confirm that wireless
communications do not exist.

2. Creating the ISO
In A Down-to-Earth Guide to SDLC Project Management, Joshua Boyde explains
how to adapt the system development life cycle (SDLC) to accomplish projects using the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). An enhanced version of Boyde’s
life cycle decreases development time using PMBOK and tailors the process specifically
for ISO development; steps shown below:
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1. Planning,
2. Designing,
3. Engineering,
4. Troubleshooting, and
5. Deploying.
After creating a functional, custom ISO image, the same continuous cycle assists in
automating repetitive processes and incorporating version control.

Figure 1: ISO Image life cycle

2.1. Planning
The planning phase includes reviewing the mission statement, selecting
applications, and creating the development environment. When creating a productiongrade custom OS, a virtualized environment is vital. Starting software includes OS X El
Capitan version 10.11.6 with VMware Fusion Professional Version 7.1.3. Starting with a
stable, basic build is important. Currently, Kali Linux 64-bit, version 2016.1 with a SHA1
Sum “deaa41c5c8f26b7854cafb34b6f1b567871c4875” is available for download from
https://www.kali.org/downloads/. To start, set up the Kali virtual machine with at least
100 GB of storage to allow numerous packages to expand during ISO creation and as
much random access memory (RAM) as the host systems allows.
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When using multiple OSs, it is important to clarify which is OS is used during
each step. The OS on the host machine is titled host OS. The virtual machine running
Kali Linux used as a development environment is the Kali Development Virtual Machine
(KDVM). The latest ISO image build used to test features from these customization
processes is the Testing Virtual Machine (TVM). Delete the TVM after testing each
iteration.
The KDVM requires VMware tools and Kali’s dist-upgrade using the following
commands:
apt-get update
apt-get dist-upgrade
apt-get install open-vm-tools-desktop fuse
reboot
VMware tools incorporate seamless interaction between the host OS and the
virtual OS while adding full-screen capabilities. Installing either version of VMware tools
should work, but Offensive Security recommends using the open-vm-tools-desktop
package (Offensive Security, 2016b). Using Aptana Studio 3 as the default text editor
helps clarify file locations during customization.
Aptana Studio 3 is a powerful web text editor that incorporates most standard
integrated development environment (IDE) features (Appcelerator, 2014). Aptana Studio
3 is ideal because it has a small number of dependencies, runs on most OSs with Java,
and rarely crashes. Aptana Studio 3 displays the file structure of the development
environment on the left-hand side, clarifying file locations while customizing the build.
When a user is comfortable using Aptana Studio 3, programming languages such as Ruby
can automate processes during ISO creation and utilize the built-in terminal. The latest
version is Aptana Studio 3, build 3.6.1.201410201044.
After the KDVM is set up and rebooted, it is time to create the first iteration of the
TVM. Steps for creating a standard Kali Linux ISO image include the following:
apt-get install curl git live-build cdebootstrap
git clone git://git.kali.org/live-build-config.git
cd live-build-config
./build.sh --distribution kali-rolling --verbose
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Executing the commands mentioned above on the KDVM creates an ISO image
titled "kali-linux-rolling-amd64.iso" in the folder /live-build-config/images/. It is
important to ensure the ISO image is fully operational by installing it using VMware
Fusion as a new virtual machine. If the TVM ISO image installs a new OS that functions
in the same manner as the KDVM, move to the next phase. If the TVM does not function
properly, repeat the life cycle by troubleshooting the ISO image creation process and
testing it in VMware Fusion. Section 2.4, Troubleshooting contains more details on
problem-solving and the development life-cycle.

2.2 Designing
The design phase balances the project mission with specific applications and
functions to exceed project expectations. Developing a custom ISO image is different for
each use case. This design centers on performing an advanced penetration test without a
hard drive or internet access. The custom ISO runs directly from the RAM on a laptop.
All intelligence required for hacking information systems, licenses for proprietary tools,
and necessary scripts are in one compressed ISO image. Running an OS from a live state
increases the chances of crashes and losing data; thus, stability is a high priority.
Empirical evidence suggests the more applications running on an OS directly
correlates to the stability of the OS running in a live environment. However, all packages
installed on Kali Linux are selected with the purpose to aid security assessors during a
penetration test. The goal is to design a lightweight, stable penetration testing OS that can
run in a live environment. The apt-cache command used in the example below assists in
determining the original state concerning packages. The apt-cache command displays
information stored by Debian’s package manager, APT’s internal database. APT’s
database updates during the apt-get update operation (Debian, 2015). For more advanced
operations, the “apt-cache pkgnames” command displays a single file listing of all
packages that appear at least once in APT’s cache. For these purposes, the following
command lists most of the independent applications Offensive Security added to Kali
Linux’s distro, specifically the kali-linux-full package.
apt-cache show kali-linux-full |grep Depends | tr ',' '\n' |column
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The following screenshot lists the current packages on the first iteration of TVM
using the default Kali Linux Gnome Kali-Linux-Full build.

Figure 2: Kali Linux Gnome full build
The command “apt-cache show kali-linux-full |grep Depends | tr ',' '\n' |column”
will always show all of the packages in the kali-linux-full package. To test whether a
particular package is on the OS, run the name of the package in the proper location. For
example, running the command “yersinia” outputs the version number if the application
was installed and outputs “bash: yersinia: command not found” if it is not available.

Figure 3: Yersinia installed
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Figure 4: Yersinia not installed
Any Debian package can be included or removed to the core build illustrated on
the first iteration of the VTM. However, it is recommended to avoid changing Offensive
Security’s code to assist with longevity and stability. Offensive Security is constantly
updating the Kali Linux distro. Every new iteration of Kali Linux has a reduced chance of
breaking the custom ISO image if minimal code changes occur to Kali’s code base.
Further customization is encouraged after the build is complete, as demonstrated in
Section 2.3, Engineering.
Offensive Security groups packages into categories that can be used to further
customize a Kali ISO image in an organized fashion. These categories include:
kali-linux-all,
kali-linux-full,
kali-linux-sdr,
kali-linux-gpu,
kali-linux-wireless,
kali-linux-web,
kali-linux-forensic,
kali-linux-voip,
kali-linux-pwtools,
kali-linux-top10, and
kali-linux-rfid.
The following screenshot depicts the default configuration for a Kali Linux Gnome with
the file “kali.list.chroot”.
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Figure 5: File “kali-list.shroot” with default settings
To meet project specifications, “kali-linux-full” is commented out with a “#” symbol and
“kali-linux-web”, “kali-linux-pwtools”, and “kali-linux-top10” are added by removing
the “#” symbol in the file “/kali-config/variant-default/kali.list.chroot”.

Figure 6: File “kali-list.shroot” with modified settings
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Nessus is a popular tool for vulnerability, configuration, and compliance
assessments. Tenable offers a free version of Nessus for non-commercial use called
Nessus Home (Tenable Network Security, 2016). The custom ISO will run as a live OS;
thus, Nessus offline plug-ins will download directly from Tenable as shown in “setup.sh”
in Section 3.2, Automation.
The Bro Network Security Monitor is a powerful, open-source intrusion detection
system (IDS). Bro aids penetration testers by providing comprehensive network traffic
analysis. Observing routine network traffic within a client environment provides
numerous benefits including masquerading hidden malicious traffic, identifying weak or
lacking encryption, and alerting on known misconfigurations (The Bro Project, 2016).
Burp Suite Professional is a necessary edition for any penetration tester assessing
web applications. The free edition of Burp Suite comes with Kali Linux, but part of
having a custom ISO image is having all licenses available for offline installation. Burp
Suite Professional provides many advancements over the free edition including complex
scanning, automated probes, and full target analysis (PortSwigger, 2016).
The following packages available through Kali repositories are available in the
custom ISO image to meet project specifications:
brasero
libreoffice
keepass2
vsftpd
filezilla
xdotool
freeipmi
remmina
virtualbox
leafpad

remmina-plugin-gnome
remmina-plugin-rdp
remmina-plugin-vnc
remmina-plugin-xdmcp
chromium
pepperflashplugin-nonfree
icedtea-plugin
flashplugin-nonfree
virtualbox-dkms
virtualbox-guest-additions-iso

2.3 Engineering
The engineering phase concentrates on taking applications from the design phase
and utilizing Debian Live Systems to incorporate them at the proper time and location.
The Debian Live Systems manual is currently up to date for the Debian 8.0 “Jessie”
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release (Debian.org, 2015). Because the ISO image's purpose is for penetration testing, it
is important to engineer a solution to ensure the OS starts in passive mode without
sending any packets on the client’s network.
Debian Live-Build is a collection of scripts for creating custom live systems
within Debian Live Systems. Debian Live-Build consists of three major commands that
execute and process hundreds of minor commands. The three major commands include lb
config, lb build, and lb clean. The “lb config” command creates the “/config/” directory,
making up the initial skeleton configuration tree for the development environment. The
“lb build” command reads the configuration files in the “/config/” directory and runs
Live-Build’s minor commands to create the ISO image. The “lb clean” command
removes the chroot, binary, and source stages, allowing the “lb build” command to run
multiple iterations without deleting the entire directory. The “lb clean” command does
not clear the cache which assists in speeding up ISO creation (Debian.org, 2015).
Offensive Security scripted the “lb config” and “lb clean” commands in the files
“/live-build-config/auto/config” and “/live-build-config/auto/clean”, respectively. The
heart of the engineering phase consists of placing the required files in the proper folders
while changing Offensive Security’s code as little as possible.
Live-Build installs all of the APT packages in the “/live-build-config/variantdefault/package-lists/” directory at the proper time. For the custom ISO, create a file
titled “custom.list.chroot” and include all of the APT packages required (Debian.org,
2015).
Live-Build installs all custom packages from the “config/packages.chroot/”
directory after “lb config” is executed. Because Offensive Security scripted “lb config”
and the custom build includes automation and version control, a more efficient process to
install custom packages is to pass them directly through the new file system. To pass files
through to the file system, Debian Live Systems established the “/live-buildconfig/includes.chroot/”, “/live-build-config/includes.binary/”, and “/live-buildconfig/includes.installer/” directories.
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The custom build disables user accounts. Therefore, to pass a file directly in the
root directory, use the “/live-build-config/kali-config/common/includes.chroot/root/”
directory. Depending on specific needs, a common user account can be installed using the
file “/live-build-config/includes.installer/preseed.cfg” and changing line 35 to “true”
(Debian.org, 2015). Downloading Nessus with offline plug-ins, Burp Suite, and the Bro
Network Security Monitor to the “/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/” directory, pipes the files through
the installation. Due to licensing information, the URLs and filenames for the network
paths to Nessus, Nessus offline plug-ins, Bro, and Burpsuite are missing from the
following examples. The following commands create the proper directories and organize
the aforementioned files in the correct location.
mkdir /root/Development/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/
wget -O /root/Development/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/Nessus6.6.deb
"Network or intranet path to Nessus"
wget -O /root/Development/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/Nessus-Offlineplugins.tar.gz "Network path to Nessus Plug-ins"
wget -O /root/Development/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/Bro-2.4.1.tar.gz
"Network or intranet path to Bro"
wget -O /root/Development/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/BurpSuite1.7.04.jar
" Network or intranet path to BurpSuite"
The final step in the engineering phase is to ensure the OS starts in passive mode
without sending any packets on the client’s network. Kali Linux is a complex OS with
numerous applications and services requiring network connectivity. To verify that the
custom ISO starts off in a quiet state, the goal is to disable most network services and
configure the network interfaces in passive mode. One solution is to utilize Debian Live
Systems to inject the specified network settings into the Custom ISO during creation.
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Using Live Systems is not recommended, because the more code injected into Offensive
Security’s base code, the greater the risk of errors during update cycles.
The preferred method is to execute a premade script, “post-install.sh”, piped
directly into the ISO image during the build. The script opens the application Leafpad
and forces the user to choose a network configuration setup. As long as the user does not
plug in an Ethernet cable before running the script, no packets will transmit over the
client’s physical network. The following screenshot shows an example of “postinstall.sh” that will get placed into the “/live-build-config/kaliconfig/common/includes.chroot/root/Additional-Apps/” directory.
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Figure 7: File “post-install.sh”
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2.4 Troubleshooting
The troubleshooting phase tests the OS to ensure stability and is critical to
customize an ISO image for use in a live state. Emphasizing repetition and thoroughness
is essential for this phase.
Anytime a package is added to the basic Kali Linux custom ISO image, a
meticulous test must verify overall stability. Testing requires taking a fully functional
ISO file and installing it on the virtualization platform, VMware Fusion. All applications
and network configurations should perform the same compared to the initial Kali Linux
version downloaded from Kali Linux in Section 2.1, Planning. If an error occurs and can
be duplicated in the original build downloaded from Offensive Security, the best solution
is to report the issue to Offensive Security. Any fixed OS errors from Offensive
Security’s standpoint will not carry on to the latest release of Kali Linux’s update cycle.
The only fixable errors are those caused while customizing the ISO image.
Because of limitations with virtualization software, there may be errors running
the ISO image in a live state in the virtual environment. To fully test the custom ISO
image, always save the ISO image as a live-build (bootable image) on a USB drive or a
DVD and verify the live-build on a laptop.
Because errors may occur during the troubleshooting phase, it is recommended to
build the ISO image with the option “--verbose” and copy and paste any error messages
into a search engine, such as Google. Numerous websites including StackExchange
provide detailed mediations for common issues related to coding ISO images or
programming in general.

2.5 Deploying
The deployment phase validates the custom ISO image by using real-world
scenarios. The virtual environment significantly reduces development time and
troubleshooting but does not fully test the ISO image during operations. To deploy this
custom ISO image, use a live bootable USB drive or DVD. In extremely sensitive
environments, it is recommended to use a DVD for security and convenience. Some
networking environments explicitly deny USB drives and will confiscate any digital
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media. DVDs are very inexpensive and can easily be handed over to the organization
after a test.
After inserting a burnable DVD-R that is recognized by OS X 10.11 Finder, run
the command found in the man pages for hdiutil as follows:
hdiutil burn ~/Path/For/VTM.iso
The “hdiutil” command is extremely versatile, and lots of additional options are
available. Successfully running this command creates a live bootable image of the custom
ISO file on the inserted DVD-R. Next, set up a laptop for a real-world penetration testing
scenario that does not have a hard drive but has an optical drive that can read DVDs.
During the deployment exercises, it is essential to keep the RJ-45 Ethernet port
unplugged until after installing the post-installation scripts, as illustrated in Section 3.2,
Automation.

3.0 Version Control and Automation
3.1 Version Control
Development environments are created to change an application’s code. However,
any change may disrupt custom builds or automations. The goal of the versioning phase
is to develop a system to track all changes, allow collaboration, and increase the stability
of the code base. The more concise custom additions are to the ISO image, the less likely
changes from update cycles will break the custom build.
First, set up a versioning environment. Git is an open-source version-control
system used to version text in a distributed manner (Git, 2016). Offensive Security uses a
Git repository to allow users to clone their build illustrated in Section 2.1, Planning.
Multiple interpretations of Git are available for free, including GitLab and GitHub.
Turnkey Linux provides a fully functioning VM that contains GitLab hosted on a Ruby
on Rails website. GitLab provides code management from Git but with added control by
hosting it on a private, dedicated server under the user’s control (Turnkey Linux, 2016).
The fully functional, ready-to-go GitLab VM is available from
https://www.turnkeylinux.org/gitlab. Detailed instructions for setting up a new Git project
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on GitHub or GitLab can be found at https://help.github.com/articles/create-a-repo/ and
http://docs.gitlab.com/ce/gitlab-basics/create-project.html, respectively. Whether using
GitLab on a dedicated server or GitHub on a public server, the commands for setting up a
repository are the same. The following screenshot provided from GitHub documents
creating a new repository (GitHub, 2016):
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Figure 8: Creating a new Git repository on GitHub (GitHub, 2016)
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3.2 Automation
Most repetitive processes can be automated to increase efficiency and
productivity. The goal of the automation phase is to create a script that incorporates all of
the previous customizations and outputs a fully customized ISO image on a daily basis.
Having a regular ISO image assists with redundancy and endurance. When creating an
automated custom ISO builder, it’s important to start in a stable development
environment that maintains consistent uptime.
From KDVM, placing the executable script “setup.sh” in the /etc/cron.daily/
directory automates all of the customizations above and outputs a live bootable ISO
image on the Desktop directory. After copying the file to /etc/cron.daily/, it is imperative
to remove the file extension “.sh” to “setup” or the OS will ignore execution. It is
recommended to maintain at least ten versions of the custom ISO image at all times to
ensure the highest possible uptime. The “setup.sh” script renames each iteration with the
current date to aid with redundancy and administration. To execute a script within the
KDVM environment you may need to change the permissions of the file using the
following command:
chmod +x setup.sh
The following screen shot displays the /etc/cron.daily/ directory with the
executable file “setup”. The “setup” script does not include the “.sh” extension and
matches the other /etc/cron.daily/ file permissions.

Figure 9: Directory /etc/cron.daily/ with setup script
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Figure 10: Automation script, “setup.sh”
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4.0 Summary
Automating a custom ISO image allows users to have a disposable OS image with
all of the tools and licenses necessary to conduct an independent penetration test.
Virtually all aspects of an ISO image can be tailored to fit the specific needs of a security
team or large organization. Outside of Kali Linux, multiple OS distributions are available
for customization to fulfill specific requirements, including:
SecurityOnion (securityonion.net),
BlackArch (blackarch.org),
Tails (tails.boum.org),
Samurai Web Testing Framework (samurai.inguardians.com), and
BackBox (backbox.org).
If Kali Linux is the best choice for a customizable ISO image, it is important to
take into account the varieties of images Offensive Security supports. Offensive
Security’s recent switch to a rolling environment may create additional difficulties for
versioning a custom ISO image from a rolling-code base. Because of these possibilities,
this project stressed changing Offensive Security’s code as little as possible while striving
to create a unique and efficient live bootable OS. Applications outside of Kali’s
repositories were piped through the ISO creation process and into specific directories
inside the root directory.
It is important to note that Offensive Security still maintains older distributions of
Kali Linux. These include different graphical interfaces, process architectures, Debian
versions, and numerous other variations located on https://www.kali.org/downloads/. If
the development environment runs on a frequent basis, it may be useful to setup a
network mirror of Offensive Security’s repositories. Offensive Security provides detailed
instructions to setup a Kali mirror at http://docs.kali.org/community/kali-linux-mirrors.
This project created a custom ISO image specifically tailored for a closed
environment. Wireshark recommends running Wireshark or TShark with limited user
privileges to prevent serious vulnerabilities associated with the application (Wireshark,
2016). Further details regarding security issues for Wireshark and TShark are located at
https://wiki.wireshark.org/Security.
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